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Abstract. In the classical theory black holes can only absorb and not emit particles. However it
is shown that quantum mechanical effects cause black holes to create and emit particles as if they
were hot bodies with temperature
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hole. This thermal emission leads to a slow decrease in the mass of the black hole and to its eventual
disappearance: any primordial black hole of mass less than about 1015 g would have evaporated by
now. Although these quantum effects violate the classical law that the area of the event horizon of a
black hole cannot decrease, there remains a Generalized Second Law: S+^A never decreases where S
is the entropy of matter outside black holes and A is the sum of the surface areas of the event horizons.
This shows that gravitational collapse converts the baryons and leptons in the collapsing body into
entropy. It is tempting to speculate that this might be the reason why the Universe contains so much
entropy per baryon.

1.

Although there has been a lot of work in the last fifteen years (see [1, 2] for
recent reviews), I think it would be fair to say that we do not yet have a fully
satisfactory and consistent quantum theory of gravity. At the moment classical
General Relativity still provides the most successful description of gravity. In
classical General Relativity one has a classical metric which obeys the Einstein
equations, the right hand side of which is supposed to be the energy momentum
tensor of the classical matter fields. However, although it may be reasonable to
ignore quantum gravitational effects on the grounds that these are likely to be
small, we know that quantum mechanics plays a vital role in the behaviour of
the matter fields. One therefore has the problem of defining a consistent scheme
in which the space-time metric is treated classically but is coupled to the matter
fields which are treated quantum mechanically. Presumably such a scheme would
be only an approximation to a deeper theory (still to be found) in which spacetime itself was quantized. However one would hope that it would be a very good
approximation for most purposes except near space-time singularities.
The approximation I shall use in this paper is that the matter fields, such as
scalar, electro-magnetic, or neutrino fields, obey the usual wave equations with
the Minkowski metric replaced by a classical space-time metric gab. This metric
satisfies the Einstein equations where the source on the right hand side is taken
to be the expectation value of some suitably defined energy momentum operator
for the matter fields. In this theory of quantum mechanics in curved space-time
there is a problem in interpreting the field operators in terms of annihilation and
creation operators. In flat space-time the standard procedure is to decompose
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the field into positive and negative frequency components. For example, if φ is
a massless Hermitian scalar field obeying the equation φ.abηab = ^ one expresses
φ as
where the {/J are a complete orthonormal family of complex valued solutions
of the wave equation fι.abηab = ^ which contain only positive frequencies with
respect to the usual Minkowski time coordinate. The operators α t and αj are
interpreted as the annihilation and creation operators respectively for particles
in the zth state. The vacuum state |0> is defined to be the state from which one
cannot annihilate any particles, i.e.
fl

.|0> = 0

for all z .

In curved space-time one can also consider a Hermitian scalar field operator
φ which obeys the co variant wave equation φ.abgab = 0. However one cannot
decompose into its positive and negative frequency parts as positive and negative
frequencies have no invariant_meaning in curved space-time. One could still
require that the {/)} and the {/J together formed a complete basis for solutions
of the wave equations with
Ws(fJjta-?jfι

.JdΣa = δίJ

(1.2)

where S is a suitable surface. However condition (1.2) does not uniquely fix the
subspace of the space of all solutions which is spanned by the {/)} and therefore
does not determine the splitting of the operator φ into annihilation and creation
parts. In a region of space-time which was flat or asymptotically flat, the appropriate criterion for choosing the {/•} is that they should contain only positive
frequencies with respect to the Minkowski time coordinate. However if one has
a space-time which contains an initial flat region (1) followed by a region of
curvature (2) then a final flat region (3), the basis {fu} which contains only positive
frequencies on region (1) will not be the same as the basis {/3l } which contains
only positive frequencies on region (3). This means that the initial vacuum state
lOj), the state which satisfies α l ί |0 1 ) = 0 for each initial annihilation operator
α l ί 9 will not be the same as the final vacuum state |03> i.e. α 3 ί |0 1 >φO. One can
interpret this as implying that the time dependent metric or gravitational field
has caused the creation of a certain number of particles of the scalar field.
Although it is obvious what the subspace spanned by the {/)} is for an asymptotically flat region, it is not uniquely defined for a general point of a curved spacetime. Consider an observer with velocity vector υa at a point p. Let B be the least
upper bound \Rabcd\ in any orthonormal tetrad whose timelike vector coincides
with iΛ In a neighbourhood U of p the observer can set up a local inertial coordinate system (such as normal coordinates) with coordinate radius of the order
of B~*. He can then choose a family {/)} which satisfy equation (1.2) and which
in the neighbourhood U are approximately positive frequency with respect to
the time coordinate in U. For modes fi whose characteristic frequency ω is high
compared to B^, this leaves an indeterminacy between fi and its complex conjugate fa of the order of the exponential of some multiple of — ωB~*. The indeterminacy between the annihilation operator at and the creation operator a] for the
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mode is thus exponentially small. However, the ambiguity between the ai and
the a\ is virtually complete for modes for which ω < B*. This ambiguity introduces
an uncertainty of ±i in the number operator a\ai for the mode. The density of
modes per unit volume in the frequency interval ω to ω + dω is of the order of
ω2dω for ω greater than the rest mass m of the field in question. Thus the uncertainty in the local energy density caused by the ambiguity in defining modes
of wavelength longer than the local radius of curvature B~^, is of order B2 in
units in which G = c — h = i. Because the ambiguity is exponentially small for
wavelengths short compared to the radius of curvature B~^, the total uncertainty
in the local energy density is of order B2. This uncertainty can be thought of as
corresponding to the local energy density of particles created by the gravitational
field. The uncertainty in the curvature produced via the Einstein equations by
this uncertainty in the energy density is small compared to the total curvature
of space-time provided that B is small compared to one, i.e. the radius of curvature
B~^ is large compared to the Planck length 10~ 33 cm. One would therefore
expect that the scheme of treating the matter fields quantum mechanically on a
classical curved space-time background would be a good approximation, except
in regions where the curvature was comparable to the Planck value of 1066 cm" 2 .
From the classical singularity theorems [3-6], one would expect such high curvatures to occur in collapsing stars and, in the past, at the beginning of the present
expansion phase of the universe. In the former case, one would expect the regions
of high curvature to be hidden from us by an event horizon [7]. Thus, as far as
we are concerned, the classical geometry-quantum matter treatment should be
valid apart from the first 10~43 s of the universe. The view is sometimes expressed
that this treatment will break down when the radius of curvature is comparable
to the Compton wavelength ~10~ 1 3 cm of an elementary particle such as a
proton. However the Compton wavelength of a zero rest mass particle such as
a photon or a neutrino is infinite, but we do not have any problem in dealing
with electromagnetic or neutrino radiation in curved space-time. All that happens when the radius of curvature of space-time is smaller than the Compton
wavelength of a given species of particle is that one gets an indeterminacy in the
particle number or, in other words, particle creation. However, as was shown
above, the energy density of the created particles is small locally compared to the
curvature which created them.
Even though the effects of particle creation may be negligible locally, I shall
show in this paper that they can add up to have a significant influence on black
holes over the lifetime of the universe ~10 1 7 s or 1060 units of Planck time.
It seems that the gravitational field of a black hole will create particles and emit
them to infinity at just the rate that one would expect if the black hole were an
ordinary body with a temperature in geometric units of ;c/2π, where K is the
"surface gravity" of the black hole [8]. In ordinary units this temperature is of
the order of lO^M" 1 °K, where M is the mass, in grams of the black hole. For
33
a black hole of solar mass (10 g) this temperature is much lower than the 3 °K
temperature of the cosmic microwave background. Thus black holes of this size
would be absorbing radiation faster than they emitted it and would be increasing
in mass. However, in addition to black holes formed by stellar collapse, there
might also be much smaller black holes which were formed by density fluctua-
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tions in the early universe [9, 10]. These small black holes, being at a higher
temperature, would radiate more than they absorbed. They would therefore presumably decrease in mass. As they got smaller, they would get hotter and so
would radiate faster. As the temperature rose, it would exceed the rest mass of
particles such as the electron and the muon and the black hole would begin to
emit them also. When the temperature got up to about 1012 °K or when the mass
got down to about 1014 g the number of different species of particles being emitted
might be so great [11] that the black hole radiated away all its remaining rest
mass on a strong interaction time scale of the order of 10"23 s. This would produce an explosion with an energy of 1035 ergs. Even if the number of species of
particle emitted did not increase very much, the black hole would radiate away
all its mass in the order of 10"28M3 s. In the last tenth of a second the energy
released would be of the order of 1030 ergs.
As the mass of the black hole decreased, the area of the event horizon would
have to go down, thus violating the law that, classically, the area cannot decrease
[7, 12]. This violation must, presumably, be caused by a flux of negative energy
across the event horizon which balances the positive energy flux emitted to
infinity. One might picture this negative energy flux in the following way. Just
outside the event horizon there will be virtual pairs of particles, one with negative
energy and one with positive energy. The negative particle is in a region which
is classically forbidden but it can tunnel through the event horizon to the region
inside the black hole where the Killing vector which represents time translations
is spacelike. In this region the particle can exist as a real particle with a timelike
momentum vector even though its energy relative to infinity as measured by the
time translation Killing vector is negative. The other particle of the pair, having
a positive energy, can escape to infinity where it constitutes a part of the thermal
emission described above. The probability of the negative energy particle tunnelling through the horizon is governed by the surface gravity K since this quantity
measures the gradient of the magnitude of the Killing vector or, in other words,
how fast the Killing vector is becoming spacelike. Instead of thinking of negative
energy particles tunnelling through the horizon in the positive sense of time one
could regard them as positive energy particles crossing the horizon on pastdirected world-lines and then being scattered on to future-directed world-lines by
the gravitational field. It should be emphasized that these pictures of the mechanism responsible for the thermal emission and area decrease are heuristic only
and should not be taken too literally. It should not be thought unreasonable that
a black hole, which is an excited state of the gravitational field, should decay
quantum mechanically and that, because of quantum fluctuation of the metric,
energy should be able to tunnel out of the potential well of a black hole. This
particle creation is directly analogous to that caused by a deep potential well in
flat space-time [18]. The real justification of the thermal emission is the mathematical derivation given in Section (2) for the case of an uncharged non-rotating
black hole. The effects of angular momentum and charge are considered in
Section (3). In Section (4) it is shown that any renormalization of the energymomentum tensor with suitable properties must give a negative energy flow
down the black hole and consequent decrease in the area of the event horizon.
This negative energy flow is non-observable locally.
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The decrease in area of the event horizon is caused by a violation of the weak
energy condition [5—7, 12] which arises from the indeterminacy of particle number and energy density in a curved space-time. However, as was shown above,
this indeterminacy is small, being of the order of B2 where B is the magnitude
of the curvature tensor. Thus it can have a diverging effection a null surface like
the event horizon which has very small convergence or divergence but it can not
untrap a strongly converging trapped surface until B becomes of the order of
one. Therefore one would not expect the negative energy density to cause a
breakdown of the classical singularity theorems until the radius of curvature of
space-time became 10"33 cm.
Perhaps the strongest reason for believing that black holes can create and
emit particles at a steady rate is that the predicted rate is just that of the thermal
emission of a body with the temperature κ/2π. There are independent, thermodynamic, grounds for regarding some multiple of the surface gravity as having
a close relation to temperature. There is an obvious analogy with the second law
of thermodynamics in the law that, classically, the area of the event horizon can
never decrease and that when two black holes collide and merge together, the
area of the final event horizon is greater than the sum of the areas of the two
original horizons [7, 12]. There is also an analogy to the first law of thermodynamics in the result that two neighbouring black hole equilibrium states are
related by [8]

8π
where M, Ω, and J are respectively the mass, angular velocity and angular momentum of the black hole and A is the area of the event horizon. Comparing this to

one sees that if some multiple of A is regarded as being analogous to entropy,
then some multiple of K is analogous to temperature. The surface gravity is also
analogous to temperature in that it is constant over the event horizon in equilibrium. Beckenstein [19] suggested that A and K were not merely analogous to
entropy and temperature respectively but that, in some sense, they actually were
the entropy and temperature of the black hole. Although the ordinary second
law of thermodynamics is transcended in that entropy can be lost down black
holes, the flow of entropy across the event horizon would always cause some
increase in the area of the horizon. Beckenstein therefore suggested [20] a Generalized Second Law: Entropy 4- some multiple (unspecified) oϊA never decreases.
However he did not suggest that a black hole could emit particles as well as
absorb them. Without such emission the Generalized Second Law would be
violated by for example, a black hole immersed in black body radiation at a lower
temperature than that of the black hole. On the other hand, if one accepts that
black holes do emit particles at a steady rate, the identification oϊκ/2π with temperature and \A with entropy is established and a Generalized Second Law
confirmed.
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2. Gravitational Collapse
It is now generally believed that, according to classical theory, a gravitational
collapse will produce a black hole which will settle down rapidly to a stationary
axisymmetric equilibrium state characterized by its mass, angular momentum
and electric charge [7, 13]. The Kerr-Newman solution represent one such family
of black hole equilibrium states and it seems unlikely that there are any others.
It has therefore become a common practice to ignore the collapse phase and to
represent a black hole simply by one of these solutions. Because these solutions
are stationary there will not be any mixing of positive and negative frequencies
and so one would not expect to obtain any particle creation. However there is
a classical phenomenon called superradiance [14-17] in which waves incident
in certain modes on a rotating or charged black hole are scattered with increased
amplitude [see Section (3)]. On a particle description this amplification must correspond to an increase in the number of particles and therefore to stimulated
emission of particles. One would therefore expect on general grounds that there
would also be a steady rate of spontaneous emission in these superradiant modes
which would tend to carry away the angular momentum or charge of the black
hole [16]. To understand how the particle creation can arise from mixing of
positive and negative frequencies, it is essential to consider not only the quasistationary final state of the black hole but also the time-dependent formation
phase. One would hope that, in the spirit of the "no hair" theorems, the rate of
emission would not depend on details of the collapse process except through the
mass, angular momentum and charge of the resulting black hole. I shall show
that this is indeed the case but that, in addition to the emission in the superradiant modes, there is a steady rate of emission in all modes at the rate one
would expect if the black hole were an ordinary body with temperature τc/2π.
I shall consider first of all the simplest case of a non-rotating uncharged black
hole. The final stationary state for such a black hole is represented by the
Schwarzschild solution with metric
1

.

(2.1)

As is now well known, the apparent singularities at r = 2M are fictitious, arising
merely from a bad choice of coordinates. The global structure of the analytically
extended Schwarzschild solution can be described in a simple manner by a
Penrose diagram of the r-t plane (Fig. 1) [6, 13]. In this diagram null geodesies
in the r-t plane are at +45° to the vertical. Each point of the diagram represents
a 2-sphere of area 4πr2. A conformal transformation has been applied to bring
infinity to a finite distance: infinity is represented by the two diagonal lines (really
null surfaces) labelled J?+ and «/", and the points / + , /", and 7°. The two horizontal lines r = 0 are curvature singularities and the two diagonal lines r = 2M
(really null surfaces) are the future and past event horizons which divide the
solution up ihto regions from which one cannot escape to J^+ and </". On the
left of the diagram there is another infinity and asymptotically flat region.
Most of the Penrose diagram is not in fact relevant to a black hole formed
by gravitational collapse since the metric is that of the Schwarzchild solution
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Fig. 1. The Penrose diagram for the analytically extended Schwarzschild solution
r = 0 singularity

j+

n

surface of
-"collapsed body

region not applicable t o '
a gravitational collapse
Fig. 2. Only the region of the Schwarzschild solution outside the collapsing body is relevant for a
black hole formed by gravitational collapse. Inside the body the solution is completely different
singularity

origin of
coordinates

collapsing body
Fig. 3. The Penrose diagram of a spherically symmetric collapsing body producing a black hole. The
vertical dotted line on the left represents the non-singular centre of the body

only in the region outside the collapsing matter and only in the asymptotic future.
In the case of exactly spherical collapse, which I shall consider for simplicity, the
metric is exactly the Schwarzchild metric everywhere outside the surface of the
collapsing object which is represented by a timelike geodesic in the Penrose
diagram (Fig. 2). Inside the object the metric is completely different, the past
event horizon, the past r = 0 singularity and the other asymptotically flat region
do not exist and are replaced by a time-like curve representing the origin of polar
coordinates. The appropriate Penrose diagram is shown in Fig. 3 where the conformal freedom has been used to make the origin of polar coordinates into a
vertical line.
In this space-time consider (again for simplicity) a massless Hermitian scalar
field operator φ obeying the wave equation
Φ;ab9ab = ^'

(2.2)
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(The results obtained would be the same if one used the conformally invariant
wave equation :

The operator φ can be expressed as
Λ

Φ=Σi{fi i+?d}'

23

()

The solutions {/•} of the wave equation fi;abgab = Q can be chosen so that on past
null infinity J>~ they form a complete family satisfying the orthonormality conditions (1.2) where the surface S is «/" and so that they contain only positive
frequencies with respect to the canonical affine parameter on J>~ . (This last condition of positive frequency can be uniquely defined despite the existence of
"supertranslations" in the Bondi-Metzner-Sachs asymptotic symmetry group
[21, 22].) The operators a{ and a\ have the natural interpretation as the annihilation and creation operators for ingoing particles i.e. for particles at past null
infinity J~ . Because massless fields are completely determined by their data on
«/", the operator φ can be expressed in the form (2.3) everywhere. In the region
outside the event horizon one can also determine massless fields by their data on
the event horizon and on future null infinity J?+. Thus one can also express φ
in the form
Φ^ΣiiPibi+Piti + Mi + qd}.

(2.4)

Here the {pz } are solutions of the wave equation which are purely outgoing, i.e.
they have zero Cauchy data on the event horizon and the {qt} are solutions which
contain no outgoing component, i.e. they have zero Cauchy data on J>+. The
{pt} and {q^ are required to be complete families satisfying the orthonormality
conditions (1.2) where the surface S is taken to be J^+ and the event horizon
respectively. In addition the {pt} are required to contain only positive frequencies
with respect to the canonical affine parameter along the null geodesic generators
+
of ,/ . With the positive frequency condition on {pt}, the operators {bt} and [ b ] }
can be interpreted as the annihilation and creation operators for outgoing particles, i.e. for particles on,/ + . It is not clear whether one should impose some
positive frequency condition on the [q^ and if so with respect to what. The choice
of the {qt} does not affect the calculation of the emission of particles to </+. I shall
return to the question in Section (4).
Because massless fields are completely determined by their data on J>~ one
can express {pt} and {qt} as linear combinations of the {/•} and {/)}:
Pi-Utoώ + βiiJi),
4i=Ij(yijfj

+ lJj)-

These relations lead to corresponding relations between the operators

(2-5)
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The initial vacuum state |0>, the state containing no incoming particles, i.e.
no particles on </", is defined by
α £ |0> = 0

for a l i i .

(2.9)

However, because the coefficients βtj will not be zero in general, the initial vacuum
state will not appear to be a vacuum state to an observer at ,/+. Instead he will
find that the expectation value of the number operator for the ί th outgoing mode is
<0_|6ϊft ί |0_> = ΣJ lft/

(2 10)

Thus in order to determine the number of particles created by the gravitational
field and emitted to infinity one simply has to calculate the coefficients β^. One
would expect this calculation to be very messy and to depend on the detailed
nature of the gravitational collapse. However, as I shall show, one can derive an
asymptotic form for the βy which depends only on the surface gravity of the
resulting black hole. There will be a certain finite amount of particle creation
which depends on the details of the collapse. These particles will disperse and at
late retarded times on J>+ there will be a steady flux of particles determined by
the asymptotic form of β^.
In order to calculate this asymptotic form it is more convenient to decompose
the ingoing and outgoing solutions of the wave equation into their Fourier components with respect to advanced or retarded time and use the continuum normalization. The finite normalization solutions can then be recovered by adding
Fourier components to form wave packets. Because the space-time is spherically
symmetric, one can also decompose the incoming and outgoing solutions into
spherical harmonics. Thus, in the region outside the collapsing body, one can
write the incoming and outgoing solutions as
Fω>(r)J»'''Yln(θ9 φ) ,
P«/m = (2πΓ*r- lω-±Pω(ry™Ylm(θ, φ) ,

(2.11)
(2.12)

where v and u are the usual advanced and retarded coordinates defined by

-1

(2.13)

r
-1
2M

(2.14)

2M

Each solution pωlm can be expressed as an integral with respect to ω' over solutions fωΊm and fω>ιm with the same values of / and \m\ (from now on I shall drop
the suffices /, m):
Pω=ίδ > (αωω'/«'+j8ω«>'7ω')dω / .

(2.15)

To calculate the coefficients α ωω / and βωω>, consider a solution pω propagating
backwards from J^+ with zero Cauchy data on the event horizon. A part p^ of
the solution pω will be scattered by the static Schwarzchild field outside the collapsing body and will end up on J>~ with the same frequency ω. This will give
2)
a δ(ω'— ώ) term in αωω,. The remainder p^ of pω will enter the collapsing body
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event horizon
/
surfaces of
-"constant phase

Fig. 4. The solution pω of the wave equation has an infinite number of cycles near the event horizon
and near the surface v = vn

where it will be partly scattered and partly reflected through the centre, eventually
emerging to J~. It is this part p™ which produces the interesting effects. Because
the retarded time coordinate u goes to infinity on the event horizon, the surfaces
of constant phase of the solution pω will pile up near the event horizon (Fig. 4).
To an observer on the collapsing body the wave would seem to have a very large
blue-shift. Because its effective frequency was very high, the wave would propagate by geometric optics through the centre of the body and out on </". On
^~P(ω} would have an infinite number of cycles just before the advanced time
v=v0 where v0 is the latest time that a null geodesic could leave </", pass through
the centre of the body and escape to J^+ before being trapped by the event
horizon. One can estimate the form of p(^} on J~ near v = v0 in the following
way. Let x be a point on the event horizon outside the matter and let la be a null
vector tangent to the horizon. Let na be the future-directed null vector at x which
is directed radially inwards and normalized so that lana — — 1. The vector — ma
(ε small and positive) will connect the point x on the event horizon with a nearby
null surface of constant retarded time u and therefore with a surface of constant
(
a
a
phase of the solution p ^\ If the vectors l and n are parallelly transported along
a
the null geodesic y through x which generates the horizon, the vector — &n will
(
always connect the event horizon with the same surface of constant phase of p ^\
( }
To see what the relation between ε and the phase of p ^ is, imagine in Fig. 2 that
the collapsing body did not exist but one analytically continued the empty space
Schwarzchild solution back to cover the whole Penrose diagram. One could then
fl
a
transport the pair (/ , n ) back along to the point where future and past event
horizons intersected. The vector — εna would then lie along the past event horizon.
Let λ be the affine parameter along the past event horizon which is such that at
dxa
a
the point of intersection of the two horizons, λ = 0 and—— = n . The affine pardλ
ameter λ is related to the retarded time u on the past horizon by
κu

λ=-Ce~

(2.16)

where C is constant and K is the surface gravity of the black hole defined by
b
a
a
K°b K = -κK on the horizon where K is the time translation Killing vector.
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For a Schwarzchild black hole K — - . It follows from this that the vector
\
4M/
— εna connects the future event horizon with the surface of constant phase
--

(logε — logC) of the solution p%\ This result will also hold in the real spaceK
time (including the collapsing body) in the region outside the body. Near the
event horizon the solution p(^ will obey the geometric optics approximation as
it passes through the body because its effective frequency will be very high. This
means that if one extends the null geodesic γ back past the end-point of the event
horizon and out onto J~ at v=v0 and parallelly transports na along y, the vector
— εna will still connect y to a surface of constant phase of the solution p(£\ On
J>~na will be parallel to the Killing vector Ka which is tangent to the null geodesic
generators of </" :

Thus on J^~ for υ0 — v small and positive, the phase of the solution will be
--(log(ι o-ιO--logD-logC).
K

(2.17)

Thus on J>~ p(ω] will be zero for v>v0 and for V<VQ
(2.18)
where P~ = Pω(2M) is the value of the radial function for Pω on the past event
horizon in the analytically continued Schwarzchild solution. The expression
(2.18) for p(*} is valid only for v0 — v small and positive. At earlier advanced times
the amplitude will be different and the frequency measured with respect to v, will
approach the original frequency ω.
By Fourier transforming p™ one can evaluate its contributions to αωω> and
βωω>. For large values of ω' these will be determined by the asymptotic form
(2.18). Thus for large ω'
α^βπΓ^CD^exp^^

(2.19)

/e--^-.').

(2.20)

( }

The solution p £ is zero on J~ for large values of υ. This means that its Fourier
transform is analytic in the upper half ω' plane and that p(^} will be correctly
represented by a Fourier integral in which the contour has been displaced into the
1+

- κ
upper half ω' plane. The Fourier transform of p™ contains a factor (— ίω')
(
which has a logarithmic singularity at ω' = 0. To obtain β ^ from α^ by (2.20)
one has to analytically continue α^ω/ anticlockwise round this singularity. This
means that
| αα(2) | _Cλ
e χ n Γ ^ | I/X2) I
l ωωΊ ~
P I
! IPωω'l
\ K I
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Actually, the fact that p(2} is not given by (2.18) at early advanced times means
that the singularity in αωω< occurs at ω' = ω and not at ω' = Q. Howeyer the relation (2.21) is still valid for large ω'.
The expectation value of the total number of created particles at J+ in the
frequency range ω to ω + dω is dω$<Q\βωω,\2dω'. Because \βωω>\ goes like (ω')~*
at large ω' this integral diverges. This infinite total number of created particles
corresponds to a finite steady rate of emission continuing for an infinite time as
can be seen by building up a complete orthonormal family of wave packets from
the Fourier components pω. Let
Pjn=ε~*l(ji+1)εe~2πίns~lωpJθ)

(2.22)

where j and n are integers, j ^ 0, ε > 0. For ε small these wave packets will have
frequency js and will be peaked around retarded time u = 2πnε~1 with width ε" 1 .
One can expand {p/J in terms of the {/ω}
Pjn= Sofrjnω

(2-23)

fω' + βjnω'L W

where
«
— p - i f O ' + De
ε p - 2 π ί n ε - ί ωαf y
J
Mjnω' —δ
Jjε
coω' αω

pfr
eiu

f? 94Ϊ
\L.L^}

For j ^> ε,
K
:

expz'ω"( —2τmε~

<125)

where ω=jε and z = κ~l logω' — 2nnε~1. For wave-packets which reach J^+ at
late retarded times, i.e. those with large values of n, the main contribution to
a,jnω> and βjnω, come from very high frequencies ω' of the order of exp(2ππκε~ 1 ).
This means that these coefficients are governed only by the asymptotic forms
(2.19, 2.20) for high ω which are independent of the details of the collapse.
The expectation value of the number of particles created and emitted to
infinity J>+ in the wave-packet mode pjn is
$o\βjnω'\2dωf.

(2.26)

One can evaluate this as follows. Consider the wave-packet pjn propagating
backwards from J^+. A fraction l — Γjn of the wave-packet will be scattered by
the static Schwarzchild field and a fraction Γjn will enter the collapsing body.
r

1

_ f ° o / Ί / y ( 2 ) |2
ιo(2)
jn— J O (\Ujnω'\
—\Pjnω'

where αj^/ and β(2nω"> are calculated using (2.19, 2.20) from the part pff of the
wave-packet which enters the star. The minus sign in front of the second term on
the right of (2.27) occurs because the negative frequency components of pfj make
a negative contribution to the flux into the collapsing body. By (2.21)
1

)^!.

(2.28)
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Thus the total number of particles created in the mode pjn is
Γjn(Qxp(2πωκ'1)-

I)'1 .

(2.29)

But for wave-packets at late retarded times, the fraction Γjn which enters the
collapsing body is almost the same as the fraction of the wave-packet that would
have crossed the past event horizon had the collapsing body not been there but
the exterior Schwarzchild solution had been analytically continued. Thus this
factor Γjn is also the same as the fraction of a similar wave-packet coming from
«/" which would have crossed the future event horizon and have been absorbed
by the black hole. The relation between emission and absorption cross-section is
therefore exactly that for a body with a temperature, in geometric units, of κ/2π.
Similar results hold for the electromagnetic and linearised gravitational fields.
The fields produced on */" by positive frequency waves from ,/+ have the same
asymptotic form as (2.18) but with an extra blue shift factor in the amplitude.
This extra factor cancels out in the definition of the scalar product so that the
asymptotic forms of the coefficients α and β are the same as in the Eqs. (2.19) and
(2.20). Thus one would expect the black hole also to radiate photons and gravitons
thermally. For massless fermions such as neutrinos one again gets similar results
except that the negative frequency components given by the coefficients β now
make a positive contribution to the probability flux into the collapsing body.
This means that the term \β\2 in (2.27) now has the opposite sign. From this it
follows that the number of particles emitted in any outgoing wave packet mode
is (exp(2πωκ:" 1 )+l)~ 1 times the fraction of that wave packet that would have
been absorbed by the black hole had it been incident from «/". This is again
exactly what one would expect for thermal emission of particles obeying FermiDirac statistics.
Fields of non-zero rest mass do not reach J>~ and J>+. One therefore has to
describe ingoing and outgoing states for these fields in terms of some concept such
as the project!ve infinity of Eardley and Sachs [23] and Schmidt [24]. However,
if the initial and final states are asymptotically Schwarzchild or Kerr solutions,
one can describe the ingoing and outgoing states in a simple manner by separation of variables and one can define positive frequencies with respect to the time
translation Killing vectors of these initial and final asymptotic space-times. In the
asymptotic future there will be no bound states: any particle will either fall through
the event horizon or escape to infinity. Thus the unbound outgoing states and the
event horizon states together form a complete basis for solutions of the wave
equation in the region outside the event horizon. In the asymptotic past there
could be bound states if the body that collapses had had a bounded radius for
an infinite time. However one could equally well assume that the body had collapsed from an infinite radius in which case there would be no bound states. The
possible existence of bound states in the past does not affect the rate of particle
emission in the asymptotic future which will again be that of a body with temperature κ/2π. The only difference from the zero rest mass case is that the fre1
1
quency ω in the thermal factor (exp(2πω/c" )+l)~ now includes the rest mass
energy of the particle. Thus there will not be much emission of particles of rest
mass m unless the temperature κ/2π is greater than m.
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One can show .that these results on thermal emission do not depend on
spherical symmetry. Consider an asymmetric collapse which produced a black
hole which settled to a non-rotating uncharged Schwarzchild solution (angular
momentum and charge will be considered in the next section). The fact that the
final state is asymptotically quasi-stationary means that there is a preferred
Bondi coordinate system [25] on </+ with respect to which one can decompose
the Cauchy data for the outgoing states into positive frequencies and spherical
harmonics. On J~ there may or may not be a preferred coordinate system but
if there is not one can pick an arbitrary Bondi coordinate system and decompose
the Cauchy data for the ingoing states in a similar manner. Now consider one
of the ,/+ states pωlm propagating backwards through this space-time into the
collapsing body and out again onto «/". Take a null geodesic generator γ of the
event horizon and extend it backwards beyond its past end-point to intersect </"
at a point y on a null geodesic generator λ of J^~. Choose a pair of null vectors
(la, ήa) at y with la tangent to y and ήa tangent to λ. Parallelly propagate /α, na
along y to a point x in the region of space-time where the metric is almost that
of the final Schwarzchild solution. At x ήa will be some linear combination of /"
and the radial inward directed null vector na. This means that the vector — εήa
will connect x to a surface of phase —ω/κ (logε — logE) of the solution pωlm
where E is some constant. As before, by the geometric optics approximation, the
vector — ma at y will connect y to a surface of phase — ω/κ (logε — logE) of p(^m
where p^m is the part of pωlm which enters the collapsing body. Thus on the null
geodesic generator λ of«/", the phase of p$m will be
- — (logK-ι )-logtf)
K

(2.30)

where υ is an affine parameter on λ with value υ0 at y and H is a constant. By the
geometrical optics approximation, the value of p$m on λ will be
Lexp{-™[log(ι>o-ι>)-logH]j

(2.31)

for VQ — vv small and positive and zero for v > v0 where L is a constant. On each
null geodesic generator of <#~p(ωϊm w^ have the form (2.31) with different values
of L, VQ, and H. The lack' of spherical symmetry during the collapse will cause
Pωίm on </" to contain components of spherical harmonics with indices (/', m'}
(
different from (/, m). This means that one now has to express p ^m in the form
ω

Pωlm~ LJ'm' Jo l^ωlmω'Γm' Jω'Γm' + Pωlmω'Γm' Jω'l'm'ί^
(2)

(2.32)

(2)

Because of (2.31), the coefficients α and β will have the same ω' dependence
as in (2.19) and (2.20). Thus one still has the same relation as (2.21):
lαSmωTm' =exp(πωκΓ 1 ) \β(^mωΊ'm'\.

(2.33)

As before, for each (/, m), one can make up wave packets pjnlm. The number of
particles emitted in such a wave packet mode is
L ,» ί o l / W r » l 2 dω'.

(234)
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Similarly, the fraction Γjnlm of the wave packet that enters the collapsing body is
2

2

Γjn,m = Σι>,m<tt «„»•,•„,• -!$L»τJ }<ίω'.

(235)

Again, Γjnlm is equal to the fraction of a similar wave packet coming from J>~
that would have been absorbed by the black hole. Thus, using (2.33), one finds
that the emission is just that of a body of temperature κ/2π: the emission at late
retarded times depends only on the final quasi-stationary state of the black hole
and not on the details of the gravitational collapse.
3. Angular Momentum and Charge
If the collapsing body was rotating or electrically charged, the resulting black
hole would settle down to a stationary state which was described, not by the
Schwarzchild solution, but by a charged Kerr solution characterised by the
mass M, the angular momentum J, and the charge Q. As these solutions are
stationary and axisymmetric, one can separate solutions of the wave equations
in them into a factor eιωu or eιωv times e~ιmφ times a function of r and θ. In the case
of the scalar wave equation one can separate this last expression into a function
of r times a function of θ [26]. One can also completely separate any wave equation in the non-rotating charged case and Teukolsky [27] has obtained completely separable wave equations for neutrino, electromagnetic and linearised
gravitational fields in the uncharged rotating case.
Consider a wave packet of a classical field of charge e with frequency ω and
axial quantum number m incident from infinity on a Kerr black hole. The change
in mass dM of the black hole caused by the partial absorption of the wave packet
will be related to the change in area, angular momentum and charge by the
classical first law of black holes:
dM=£-dA + ΩdJ + ΦdQ
8π

(3.1)

where Ω and Φ are the angular frequency and electrostatic potential respectively
of the black hole [13]. The fluxes of energy, angular momentum and charge in
the wave packet will be in the ratio ω:m:e. Thus the changes in the mass, angular
momentum and charge of the black hole will also be in this ratio. Therefore
dM( 1 - Ωmω " 1 - eΦω ~l)=^-dA.
8π

(3.2)

A wave packet of a classical Boson field will obey the weak energy condition: the
local energy density for any observer is non-negative. It follows from this [7, 12]
that the change in area dA induced by the wave-packet will be non-negative.
Thus if
ω<mΩ + eΦ
(3.3)
the change in mass dM of the black hole must be negative. In other words, the
black hole will lose energy to the wave packet which will therefore be scattered
with the same frequency but increased amplitude. This is the phenomenon known
as "superradiance".
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For classical fields of half-integer spin, detailed calculations [28] show that
there is no superradiance. The reason for this is that the scalar product for halfinteger spin fields is positive definite unlike that for integer spins. This means
that the probability flux across the event horizon is positive and therefore, by
conservation of probability, the probability flux in the scattered wave packet must
be less than that in the incident wave packet. The reason that the above argument
based on the first law breaks down is that the energy-momentum tensor for a
classical half-integer spin field does not obey the weak energy condition. On a
quantum, particle level one can understand the absence of superradiance for
fermion fields as a consequence of the fact that the Exclusion Principle does not
allow more than one particle in each outgoing wave packet mode and therefore
does not allow the scattered wave-packet to be stronger than the incident wavepacket.
Passing now to the quantum theory, consider first the case of an unchanged,
rotating black hole. One can as before pick an arbitrary Bondi coordinate frame
on </" and decompose the operator φ in terms of a family {/ωίm} of incoming
solutions where the indices ω, /, and m refer to the advanced time and angular
dependence o f / on J>~ in the given coordinate system. On J^+ the final quasistationary state of the black hole defines a preferred Bondi coordinate system
using which one can define a family {pωιm} of outgoing solutions. The index / in
this case labels the spheroidal harmonics in terms of which the wave equation is
separable. One proceeds as before to calculate the asymptotic form of p$m on
e/~. The only difference is that because the horizon is rotating with angular
velocity Ω with respect to </+, the effective frequency near a generator of the
event horizon is not ω but ω — mΩ. This means that the number of particles
emitted in the wave-packet mode pjnlm is
{exp(2πκ-\ω-mΩ}} + 1}~ l Γ j n l m .

(3.4)

The effect of this is to cause the rate of emission of particles with positive angular
momentum m to be higher than that of particles with the same frequency ω and
quantum number / but with negative angular momentum — m. Thus the particle
emission tends to carry away the angular momentum. For Boson fields, the
factor in curly brackets in (3.4) is negative for ω<mΩ. However the fraction Γjnlm
of the wave-packet that would have been absorbed by the black hole is also
negative in this case because ω<mΩ is the condition for superradiance. In the
limit that the temperature κ/2π is very low, the only particle emission occurs is
an amount +Γjnlm in the modes for which ω<mΩ. This amount of particle
creation is equal to that calculated by Starobinski [16] and Unruh [29], who
considered only the final stationary Kerr solution and ignored the gravitational
collapse.
One can treat a charged non-rotating black hole in a rather similar way. The
behaviour of fields like the electromagnetic or gravitational fields which do not
carry an electric charge will be the same as before except that the charge on the
black will reduce the surface gravity fe and hence the temperature of the black
hole. Consider now the simple case of a massless charged scalar field φ which
obeys the minimally coupled wave equation
a

g \Va-ieAa)(Vb-ieAb}φ = V.

(3.5)
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The phase of a solution pω of the wave equation (3.5) is not gauge-invariant but
the propagation vector ika=Va(logpω) — ieAa is. In the geometric optics or WKB
limit the vector ka is null and propagates according to
ka]bkb=-eFabkb.

(3.6)
a

An infinitessimal vector z will connect points with a "guage invariant" phase
difference of ίkaza. If zα is propagated along the integral curves of fc" according to
z»bkb=-eF<izb

(3.7)

a

z will connect surfaces of constant guage invariant phase difference.
In the final stationary region one can choose a guage such that the electromagnetic potential Aa is stationary and vanishes on J+. In this guage the field
equation (3.5) is separable and has solutions pω with retarded time dependence
eιωu. Let x be a point on the event horizon in the final stationary region and let
la and na be a pair of null vectors at x. As before, the vector — εna will connect
the event horizon with the surface of actual phase —ω/κ (logε—logC) of the
solution pω. However the guage invariant phase will be — κ~ 1(ω— eΦ)(logε — logC)
where Φ = KaAa is the electrostatic potential on the horizon and Ka is the timetranslation Killing vector. Now propagate la like k1 in Eq. (3.6) back until it intersects a generator λ of </" at a point y and propagate na like za in Eq. (3.7) along
the integral curve of la. With this propagation law, the vector — εna will connect
surfaces of constant guage invariant phase. Near «/" one can use a different
electromagnetic guage such that Aa is zero on J>~. In this guage the phase of
p(ω} along each generator of J~~ will have the form
-(ω-eφ}κ-l{\vg(υQ-υ)-\ogH}

(3.8)

where H is a constant along each generator. This phase dependence gives the
same thermal emission as before but with ω replaced by ω — eΦ. Similar remarks
apply about charge loss and superradiance. In the case that the black hole is both
rotating and charged one can simply combine the above results.

4. The Back-Reaction on the Metric
I now come to the difficult problem of the back-reaction of the particle creation
on the metric and the consequent slow decrease of the mass of the black hole.
At first sight it might seem that since all the time dependence of the metric in
Fig. 4 is in the collapsing phase, all the particle creation must take place in the
collapsing body just before the formation of the event horizon, and that an infinite number of created particles would hover just outside the event horizon,
escaping to ,/+ at a steady rate. This does not seem reasonable because it would
involve the collapsing body knowing just when it was about to fall through the
event horizon whereas the position of the event horizon is determined by the
whole future history of the black hole and may be someway outside the apparent
horizon, which is the only thing that can be determined locally [7].
Consider an observer falling through the horizon at some time after the
collapse. He can set up a local inertial coordinate patch of radius ~M centred
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on the point where he crosses the horizon. He can pick a complete family {hω}
of solutions of the wave equations which obey the condition:
^^s(hωιhω2;a-hω2hωι.>a)dΣa = δ(ωi-ω2)

(4.1)

(where S is a Cauchy surface) and which have the approximate coordinate dependence eiωt in the coordinate patch. This last condition determines the splitting
into positive and negative frequencies and hence the annihilation and creation
operators fairly well for modes hω with ω>M but not for those with ω<M.
Because the {hω}9 unlike the {pω}, are continuous across the event horizon, they
will also be continuous on «/". It is the discontinuity in the {pω} on J~ at V = VQ
which is responsible for creating an infinite total number of particles in each mode.
pω by producing an (α/)"1 tail in the Fourier transforms of the {pω} at large
negative frequencies ω. On the other hand, the {hω} for ω>M will have very
small negative frequency components on */". This means that the observer at
the event horizon will see few particles with ω > M. He will not be able to detect
particles with ω<M because they will have a wavelength bigger than his particle
detector which must be smaller than M. As described in the introduction, there
will be an indeterminacy in the energy density of order M~ 4 corresponding to
the indeterminacy in the particle number for these modes.
The above discussion shows that the particle creation is really a global process
and is not localised in the collapse: an observer falling through the event horizon
would not see an infinite number of particles coming out from the collapsing
body. Because it is a non-local process, it is probably not reasonable to expect
to be able to form a local energy-momentum tensor to describe the back-reaction
of the particle creation on the metric. Rather, the negative energy density needed
to account for the decrease in the area of the horizon, should be thought of as
arising from the indeterminacy of order of M" 4 of the local energy density at the
horizon. Equivalently, one can think of the area decrease as resulting from the
fact that quantum fluctuations of the metric will cause the position and the very
concept of the event horizon to be somewhat indeterminate.
Although it is probably not meaningful to talk about the local energy-momentum of the created particles, one may still be able to define the total energy flux
over a suitably large surface. The problem is rather analogous to that of defining
gravitational energy in classical general relativity: there are a number of different
energy-momentum pseudo-tensors, none of which have any invariant local significance, but which all agree when integrated over a sufficiently large surface.
In the particle case there are similarly a number of different expressions one can
use for the renormalised energy-momentum tensor. The energy-momentum
tensor for a classical field φ is

τab=Φ;aφ;b-^gabgcdφ,cφ;d.

(4.2)

If one takes this expression over into the quantum theory and regards the φ's as
operators one obtains a divergent result because there is a creation operator for
each mode to the right of an annihilation operator. One therefore has to subtract
out the divergence in some way. Various methods have been proposed for this
(e.g. [30]) but they all seem a bit ad hoc. However, on the analogy of the pseudotensor, one would hope that the different renormalisations would all give the
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same integrated fluxes. This is indeed the case in the final quasi-stationary region:
all renormalised energy-momentum operators Tab which obey the conservation
equations 7^ = 0, which are stationary i.e. which have zero Lie derivative with
respect to the time translation Killing vector Ka and which agree near </+ will
give the same fluxes of energy and angular momentum over any surface of constant r outside the event horizon. It is therefore sufficient to evaluate the energy
flux near ^+: by the conservation equations this will be equal to the energy flux
out from the event horizon. Near </+ the obvious way to renormalise the energymomentum operator is to normal order the expression (4.2) with respect to
positive and negative frequencies defined by the time-translation Killing vector
Ka of the final quasi-stationary state. Near the event horizon normal ordering
with respect to Ka cannot be the correct way to renormalise the energy-momentum
operator since the normal-ordered operator diverges at the horizon. However it
still gives the same energy outflow across any surface of constant r. A renormalised
operator which was regular at the horizon would have to violate the weak energy
condition by having negative energy density. This negative energy density is not
observable locally.
In order to evaluate the normal ordered operator one wants to choose the
{gj which describe waves crossing the event horizon, to be positive frequency
with respect to the time parameter defined by Ka along the generators of the
horizon in the final quasi-stationary state. The condition on the {qt} in the timedependent collapse phase is not determined but this should not affect wave
packets on the horizon at late times. If one makes up wave-packets {qjn} like the
[pjn}> one finds that a fraction Γjn penetrates through the potential barrier around
the black hole and gets out to J>~ with the same frequency ω that it had on the
horizon. This produces a δ(ω-ω') behaviour in γjnω,. The remaining fraction
l — Γjn of the wave-packet is reflected back by the potential barrier and passes
through the collapsing body and out onto J~. Here it will have a similar form
to pff. Thus for large ω',
1

l&Ήexpίπωic- )^!.

(4.3)

By a similar argument to that used in Section (2) one would conclude that the
number of particles crossing the event horizon in a wave-packet mode peaked at
late times would be
1

1

(l-Γ J .J{exp(2πωκ- )-l}- .

(4.4)

For a given frequency ω, i.e. a given value of j, the absorption fraction Γjn goes
to zero as the angular quantum number / increases because of the centrifugal
barrier. Thus at first sight it might seem that each wave-packet mode of high /
value would contain
{exp(2πωκ:~1)— I}" 1
particles and that the total rate of particles and energy crossing the event horizon
would be infinite. This calculation would, of course, be inconsistent with the
result obtained above that an observer crossing the event horizon would see only
4
a finite small energy density of order M~ . The reason for this discrepancy seems
to be that the wave-packets {pjn} and {qjn} provide a complete basis for solutions
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of the wave equation only in the region outside the event horizon and not actually on the event horizon itself. In order to calculate the particle flux over the
horizon one therefore has to calculate the flux over some surface just outside the
horizon and take the limit as the surface approaches the horizon.
To perform this calculation it is convenient to define new wave-packets
x
jn = pff + <ffi which represent the part of pjn and qjn which passes through the
collapsing body and yjn = pff + q(V which represents the part of pjn and qjn which
propagates out to «/" through the quasi-stationary metric of the final black hole.
In the initial vacuum state the {yjn} modes will not contain any particles but
each xjn mode will contain {Qxp(2πωκ~1)— I}" 1 particles. These particles will
appear to leave the collapsing body just outside the event horizon and will propagate radially outwards. A fraction Γjn will penetrate through the potential barrier
peaked at r=3M and will escape to J>+ where they will constitute the thermal
emission of the black hole. The remaining fraction 1-Γ^ will be reflected back by
the potential barrier and will cross the event horizon. Thus the net particle flux
across a surface of constant r just outside the horizon will be Γjn directed outwards.
I shall now show that using the normal ordered energy momentum operator,
the average energy flux across a surface of constant r between retarded times ul
and u2
(u2-u1Γ1Rl<0-\Tab\0->K*dΣb

(4.5)

is directed outwards and is equal to the energy flux for the thermal emission from
a hot body. Because the {yjn} contain no negative frequencies on «/", they will
not make any contribution to the expectation value (4.5) of the normal ordered
energy-momentum operator. Let
ίθ (ζjnω

Xjn=

fω' + ξjnω'fω')dω'

(4.6)

.

+

Near </

Thus
(4.5) = (u2 -u,)-1 Re (Σj,n Σ/>" ίo jϊϊ ωω"ΓJnPjnξjnω,
u}

(4.8)

where ω and ω" are the frequencies of the wave-packets pjn and pyn» respectively.
In the limit u2 — u1 tends to infinity, the second term in the integrand in (4.8) will
integrate out and the first term will contribute only for (j",ri') = (j,n). By arguments similar to those used in Section 2,
ίo \ξjnω'\2dω' = {Qχp(2πωκ-ί)-lΓ1

.

(4.9)

(4.5)-J^Γ ω ω{exp(2πω/c" 1 )-l}" 1 < iω

(4.10)

Therefore

where Γω= limΓ^ is the fraction of wave-packet of frequency that would be
absorbed by the black hole. The energy flux (4.10) corresponds exactly to the rate
of thermal emission calculated in Section 2. Any renormalised energy momentum
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Fig. 5. The Penrose diagram for a gravitational collapse followed by the slow evaporation and eventual disappearance of the black hole, leaving empty space with no singularity at the origin

operator which agrees with the normal ordered operator near </ + , which obeys
the conservation equations, and which is stationary in the final quasi-stationary
region will give the same energy flux over any surface of constant r. Thus it will
give positive energy flux out across the event horizon or, equivalently, a negative
energy flux in across the event horizon.
This negative energy flux will cause the area of the event horizon to decrease
and so the black hole will not, in fact, be in a stationary state. However, as long
as the mass of the black hole is large compared to the Planck mass 10"5 g, the
rate of evolution of the black hole will be very slow compared to the characteristic
time for light to cross the Schwarzchild radius. Thus it is a reasonable approximation to describe the black hole by a sequence of stationary solutions and to calculate the rate of particle emission in each solution. Eventually, when the mass
of the black hole is reduced to 10~5 g, the quasi-stationary approximation will
break down. At this point, one cannot continue to use the concept of a classical
metric. However, the total mass or energy remaining in the system is very small.
Thus, provided the black hole does not evolve into a negative mass naked singularity there is not much it can do except disappear altogether. The baryons or
leptons that formed the original collapsing body cannot reappear because all
their rest mass energy has been carried away by the thermal radiation. It is
tempting to speculate that this might be the reason why the universe now contains
so few baryons compared to photons: the universe might have started out with
baryons only, and no radiation. Most of the baryons might have fallen into small
black holes which then evaporated giving back the rest mass energy of baryons
in the form of radiation, but not the baryons themselves.
The Penrose diagram of a black hole which evaporates and leaves only empty
space is shown in Fig. 5. The horizontal line marked "singularity" is really a
region where the radius of curvature is of the order the Planck length. The matter
that runs into this region might reemerge in another universe or it might even
reemerge in our universe through the upper vertical line thus creating a naked
singularity of negative mass.
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